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ABSTRACT 

The long-term mechanical stability of strongly positive gravity 

anomalies (mascons) on the noon is evaluated from r levant physical 

characteristics of these bodies, from paleoselenotlK--TT;S , and from the flow 

behavior of the lunar mantle. 

The high near-surface temperatures associated with igneous activity at 
g 3.3 to 4*10 years (y) before present (b.p.)» when taken together with the 

mantle flow behavior yield equivalent viscosities of 10 to 10 poise. The 

resulting high settling rates indicate that all mascons must have been formed 
g at later times when the near-surface had partially cooled. By 3'10 y b.p., 

mantle viscosities had increased sufficiently to maintain any mascon in the 

uppermost 30 km in an essentially static position. The present viscosities 

of the lunar mantle at depths of 120 to 150 km are still too low by 10 to 

support mascons for periods as short as 10 y. 

For any mascon occurring to 120 km to have sunk less than 10% of its 
9 present depth over 3*10 y, temperatures could not have exceeded 450°C for 

an extended period. To have sunk less than 10? of its present depth over 

periods of 10 y, temperatures must have been no more than 500°C. 

.'his work was performed for the National Aeronaut i'\s and Space Admini.str.it ion 

via an interagency work order agreement with the U.S. Energy Research & 

Development Administration, under contract .Vo. U'-7405-Fn^-48. 
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Since positive, uncompensated, mass concentrations (mascons) were fi rst 

reported by Muller and Sjogren (1968), there has been much speculation 

concerning their nature, age, and origin. The inferred ability of mascons 
g to survive for periods of greater than 3*10 years (y) before present (b.u.) 

is consistent wi.h the belief that the lunar interior is relatively strong 
26 >7 (and cool) with an average viscosity of 10 to 10" poise (U'etherill, 1971; 

Urey, 1968; Arkani-Hamed, 1973). However, some models of early lunar thermal 

history cite evidence for accretion followed by widespread volcanic activity 
u (melting) about 3.3 to 4*10 y b.p., with later cooling of the lunar interior 

to temperatures somewhat below the solidus (Papanastassiou and Wasserhurg, 

1971; Hanks and Anderson, 1972). For reasonable compositions of the lunar 

mantle, such high internal temperatures would suggest viscosities much lower 
96 than 10" pcise. If convection is present in the solid mantlv as suggested 

by Runcorn (1967, 1975), viscosities of less than 1H*" poise a re requ i red 

(Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1969). Thus, the ages as well as the stability of 

mascons seem to be very open questions. 

The main purpose of this paper is to examine the stability of mascons 

of differing physical cbaracterist ics, occurring in the outer several hundred 

kilometers of the moon. Another purpose is to point out that the viscosity 

of the upper mantle is very likely non-Newtonian and highly variable with 

depth. Thus, although the individual sinking rates nay be calculated, they 

are not expected to be constant. From this analysis, some upper age limits 

may be placed on certain mascons. 

The method of evaluation is as follows: first, representative values 

are chosen for the density contrast between mascuns anu the enclosing medium, 

the stress difference, the mascon dimensions, and the depth; second, we 

assume that the rock in which the mascons are emplaced can be approximated 
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I>v pyroxeni le; then, by caking the- measured-flow equation for pyroxenite with 

temperature ("J") and differential stress (?) and Griggs' (1939) formulation 

I'nr equivalent viscosity (n) as a function of ', r; nay be evaluated as a 

l unction of depth; third, for any p.i I ooselenotherm, '. may be then calculated 

.!•; a function of depth. Thus, with this derived ^ variation wich depth, we 

.ire able to establish maximum apes for mascons and to infer their present 

settling velocities. Sinking rates in the past are more difficult to assess 

duo to unknown format ion depths t format ion tines, and local cooling 

h f s;:orv. 

Kxact pliv^ical and geometrical characteristics o\~ mascens no doubt vary 

widely, and to date, only a sirall number have been evaluated and reported. 

I yj> i i-;i I d imens ions, deptiis, and dens i ty contrasts have been taken from 

Phillips ct a_K (1972) and should be representative of the larger lunar 

ni.isioiis. These workers establ ish cnaracterist ics for na scons by 1 east-squares 

tit of gravity data from the lunar Thiter and Apollo 15 for a distribution 

of M)() mass concentrations on the near side oi the moon. Four possible 

solutions (non-unique) with minimi- residual errors are shown in Table 1 for 

the single ma scon coincident with Mare Serentacis. ?o]u;ions a, b, and d are 

to he preferred, as the probable error associated with solution c is greater 

he a factor of 20 to 40 than for these three. Table 1 indicates that this 

niasenn may be approximated by an oblate spheroid centered at a depth of 30 

to 110 km, having maximum dimensions of several hundred km and axial ratios 

of 3 to SO. The minor axis is vertical. Refinements of this model suggest 

that these ellipsoidal bodies taper toward their outer edges and approximate 

the shape of unfilled mare basins. The simple treatment presented below will 

ignore this thinning. 

l'etrologic models for the outer moon differ somewhat, but the best 

accepted current estimates indicate an anorthositic-gabbroic crust in the 



highlnmis about «0 km thick, overlving an o\ ivine-hoaring pvroxenite mantle 

l It.'il tu.iy ouiti'i in i ra^es of pi agio*.-1 .jsi1 and sp i iu*l (Ki ngwood and l-ssi'in1, t *'70 ; 

Toksoz cjt a_l_., 1974). In mafia regions of predominant interest here, the 

uppermost JO km is likely an aluminous basalt, which is in turn underlain by 

the pyroxcnite mantle. It thus seer* reasonable to simplify the problem of 

mascon stabilitv as one of gravitational settling of an ellipsoidal disk 

through a pyroxenite mantle (solid, :>ut havinu -t decreasing r
( v'nh depth as 

d iscussed below). 

1'resent day selenothctns ~av be ca tculat ed by any of several methods. 

i'ni- involves the construction of .in eleotr teal-conduct i v i ty vs. depih profile 

that best fits the lunar magnetic field. Mien taken together with laboratory 

measurements of elect r ical conductivity and temperature, depth vs. temperature 

profiles nay he constructed (e.g., Sonett and Duha, !*»73). Hanks and Anderson 

(l'J7J) calculate lunar thermal profiles (as well as pal eose I enotherms over a 

range of periods) based on: I) the early Ape If o 1.5 heat-flow measurements; 

J ) a range of assumpt i oris about rad iunite 1 ide concent rat ion and d Istr ibut ion 

and about thermal conductivitv of the lunar rocks; H the assumption that all 

heat transfer is by conduction (no convection is at loved): and '.) the 

as-iunpt ion that the last pervasive melting of the noon (occurring between 3.3 

and '.''.O9 y b.v.) actually took place at 3.23-10 y b.p. Their preferred 

paU'oselenotherns are shown in Fig. 1 for several periods: 0.1, 1.3. 3.0, 

and 3 . 2 W 0 9 y b.p. 

It IK assumed here that the ^nst recent paleo^elenothcrtn (0.I-I0 v b.p,) 

shown in Tig. 1 approximates pr--st-nt-day temperatures with depth. If surface 

heat-flow measurements are somewhat lower, as observations from Apollo 1 *> and 

17 indicate (Langseth. 197^), then the derived gradients shown f n Fig,. I will 

be lowered suftewhat. Present-day selenotherns calculated by Hanks and 
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Anderson U (>7J) .irt- only slightly IOWLT than and consistent within probable 

mi. cr ;a ini ics >>f the profiles inferred on the basis of magnetic field and 

*' K-tt ri<a! conduct ivity measurements (l)uba f_t fjj.. » 1976). Also shown in 

I J>-* ! are the upper and lower bounds of mascons a through d (Table 1) from 

M-in- St-rantatis. The range oi present temperatures in the lunar pyroxenite 

main If for thesr mascoris is thus about J')'t to 750°C. If these (or other) 

hodies t :-:istcd it similar depths i:\ », he past, then temperatures would ha\'e 

hi-t-n jEiijcii higher. 

It is generally accepted that at the w temperatures in the pyroxenite 

ri.mi.lf, l hi* processes producing dm-tile flow (e.g., sliding, diffusion) 

.'ii«• onpa.sN ing tht- prirvirv and secondary stages of creep are governed by 

dislocation not ion and/or diffusion, depending on strain rare <•:.), ". or T 

H-arof.tlo, 1!M>>K V.'hen silicates (as well as other minerals -r,« "cramics) 

art- diff'rned .u high values o: ' and above- T/':_ oi" about "« 3 to O.U. where 

I is the neiting temperature in K. dislocations r.tiltiplv and move primarily 

on their glide planes in t!ie appropriate direction. Diffusion of components 

is not important for these conditions. The resultant dislocation interaction 

n a W s further straining more difficult, and hence there \s work hardening 

(prir.arv creep). At higher V and/or at sonou-hat lower " (and thus, lower £ ) , 

there is- additional line for either the glide and clir;b of edge dislocations 

ai'otir.d pinning points or tot the nowtvent o( jog-dragging screw dislocations. 

When the generation rate of dislocations by either process is e<|uul to the 

annihilation rate by migration to the crystal boundarv (subhoundary) or by 

interaction with similar dislocations of opposite sign, steady-state flow or 

secondary creep results. Secondary creep by either mechanism common Iv occurs 

at ••'/P < about H> ** or at c/}i < about IC . where I> is the rfifftisivity of the 

sInvestt moving component in the mineral and u is the shear modulus for the 

http://ri.mi.lf
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awgrogate (Sherby and Burke, 1967; Weertman, 1970; Kirby and Raleigh, 197 0. 

At still lower stresses, and usually near e/D < 10", steady-state flow is 

still present, but the only mechanism occurring is diffusion, either wholly 

within the grain or along grain boundaries (Nabarro, 1948; Herring, 1950; 

Coble, 1963). 

It has also been well documented that secondary creep is a thermally 

activated process. At the higher .- and E, the theoretically as well as 

empirically derived equations relating c, T, and E for most materials are of 

the form, 

£ = A exp (-Q/RT)exp (&?), (1) 

or 

E = A exp (-Q/RT) Sinh (Br), (2) 

where A, B, and R are constants and (.> is an actuation energy for creep 

(Snerby and Burke, 1967). For secondary creep at intermediate stresses with 
9 • i 10 > E/D > 10", most data are better fitted by 

E = A exp (-Q/RT) c n (3) 

or 

E = A (_/T) exp [-(Q' + PV)/RT] (c/u) n, (4) 

where the value of n ranges generally from 2 to 8. In Eqs. (1) through (4), 

observed values of <\ have been correlated with the activation energy fur 

diffusion of the slowest-moving component for many types of material (Sherby 

and Burke, 1967). In Eq. (4), P Ls pressure and V is the .icclvnt I«ii volume 
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2 associated villi the rate-control 1 ing component. At c/U < 10 , n becomes !, 

and the secondary creep data obey a theoretical equation of the type proposed 

by Nabarro (19'.«) and Herring (19"jl)): 

,V I) 

where I) in the volume diffusivity and • is the average grain dimension. 

Some secondary creep data in this region also satisfy a relation suggested 

by Coble (1963): 

A- n 
• - - ~ . 

where 1) is the diffusivitv ali'iu' ̂ rain boundaries. 
g 
If we assume that for pyroxenite in the lunar mantle existing to depths 

<<f n o kn (V = about 7.5 kh), T is about l-i50°C (Ringvood and Essene, 1970), 
r. 

then exponent in 1 or hyperbol ic-^ inc—dominated 'flow (P'qs. (1) or (2)) may occur 

at temperatures of 250 to ZOO^c. Figure 1 indicates that at the present time 

these temperaLures occur at 25 to 6(1 km depth. At higher temperatures (and 

Krr.iUT depths), power-lav creep by Kq. (4) may be simplified to (3). 

Support ing evidence for this substitut ion is based on the following: first, 

at the relatively low pressures Tor pyroxene flow in the very shallow lunar 

mantle, the product PV is expected to be small compared to Q; second, 

incorporation of \i and the pre-exponenti^l l" in (•'.) yields identical or 

only slightly better correlation of secondary creep data (Bird et al, , 1969; 

lte.ird and Raleigh, 1972; Heard, 1972). When observed, Nabarro-Herring or 

Coble flow described by Eqs. (5) or (6) occurs in fine-grained aggregates at 



low stresses and usually at temperatures in t-xcfss ot (1.8 T/T . In 

pyroxenite, these correspond to T > ll()0°C. 1'hus, this mechanism is possible 

only at times of widespread melting: 1.J5-10 y b.p. or somewhat later, at 

depths in excess of 100 km (rip, IK Most larno-s-cate flow in the upper lunar 

mantle at intermediate to high temperatures is therefore probably of the 

steady-state type (secondary creep), and we may describe it with sufficient 

accuracy by a power-Iaw flow equation such as (J). 

Raleigh e_t ai_, (1971) and K.-ss and Nielsen /ll*75) have decerm.ned the 

secondary creep behavior of several terrestri.il nvroxenltes over a range of 

c!., T, and *•• at hiph pressure. Their results agree quite well and are 

consistent with Kq. O ) . The assuned equation for the upper lunar mantle is 

thus: 

i = 9•10"* exp <-63M03/KT) ' 3. (7) 

where I has units of s~ , A of s" bars" . 0 of cal nole- and •• of bars. 

Tlie stress difference in (7) nay he rel.ilcd t>> a non-Newtonian 

equivalent viscosity (n) by 

-i = :/iz (8) 

(Griggs, 1939). The dependence of - on T for the ranges of o indicated in 

Table 1 may be calculated then by solving for n (Fig. 2). It is immediately 

apparent that n is a strong function (exponential) of T but is only slightly 

influenced by C in the range of T and j1 of interest here. At low T, (250 to 

400°C), if the specific deformation mechanism changes and is accompanied by 

a decrease in the "J dependence to an exponential (or Sinh) form, n will be 

http://terrestri.il


il.vri'.isn! si>;»cu'li3t. Activation vnt'^it-s characteristic of lower-temperature 

tin di.inisms can also In* expected tu bo decreased somewhat, thus cont ** 'Huting 

! ** tin- titM-rt-ase in f . Directly eount*.*rbaiancin>* these two possible effects 

vill btr liu1 tendency to increase ' by primary creep with consequent work 

hardening at these low temperatures. If secondary creep were to become 

important at T/T > 0.8 (> J100°C as in Figs. 1 and 2) by a purely diffusive 

uu-'rhaniKitt, values of n shown in Fi*i, I would be raised slightly. However, 

n**ne <*f these possible mechanises discussed above are expected to 

change the *"• results shown in Tip. 2 signi ficant'Jy. 

rijviri' i illustrates the expected i depth behavior of the outer lunar 

n.mtlv at several past times, based on Tips, i and 2. Also plotted here are 

W.!M*(>IW a through d from Table 1. Again assuming that the paleoselenotherm 

.(t 10 y b.p. approximates the thermal profile at tlie present time, values 

i««r • of the mantle pyroxenite surrounding each nascon may be inferred from 

Fir.. *. Kxpccted values thus rant:e f/ora about 10 " to 10 poise. This 

fi/.urt- emphasizes that n in the lunar mantle at present cannot be constant 

and will be a strong function of depth. The inferred n at depth as well as 

tli«- shape of the depth-*- zone is a direct consequence of the calculated 

paleoselenotherms (Tig. 2 ) . 

By the reformulation of Stokes' Law for the sinking of an ellipsoidal 

disk through a less-dense material, settling rates may he calculated for 

masc.ons having the characteristics of a through d in Table 1, Based on data 

of T vs. depth and depth vs. n from figs. 2 and 3, vertical velocities are 

shown versus T in Fi^. A. Mascons a through d are plotted according to the 

present inferred selenothern. Deep mascons c and d would be at relatively 

hinh T and thus would have very high settling rates <>1 km/10 y ) . If they 

exist at ail at these depths and temperatures, they cannot be expected to 
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re-main in their present position for '.ong. Sh.illov ::i.iscons a and h .ippear 

to be essentially static with velocities <ll) ~* km/H> v. Any nascons 

occurring at intermediate depths (and- temperatures) will muvi', hut only slowly 

(10 to 10 km/10 y). Similar inferences as to velocities ot" thesi (or 

other) mascons either at some tine i i the past or at present may he nade by 

establishing their temperature as in !'ig. 1 and estimating r,itt's from Fig. '1. 

Changes in depth occurring over periods o\ in y for these (or otnor) Gascons 

are shown on the right ordinate ot' Fig. i. This figure is useful in setting 

upper limits to the settling velocities or displacements only. Unless the 

time of mascon formation and the paleoselenothern at that time are known, it 

is not possible to predict their detailed behavior ucurately. Depending on 

the ratio of cooling rate to the sinking rate at that depth, these bodies 

could have accelerated, moved with constant velocity, or decelerated at any 

tine in the past. 

From the argument presented above, several conclusions are apparent: 

1) All mascons must be younger than the last period of [.ervasive 

melting (here taken at 3.25*10 y b.p.) since at the very high near-surface 

temperatures, n of the. lunar mantle would be inadequate for any long-term 

support. 

2) If new calculations of paleoselenotherms based on the recent results 

of Langser'n (1976) are similar but yield somewhat lower thermal gradients than 

those of Hanks and Anderson (1972), only the shallowest mascons may be 
Q 

slightly older than 3*10 y; all others (deeper) will be younger. 

3) For the assumed present-day selenotherm, mascons occurring at depths 

greater than 100 km are at temperatures in excess oT 600°(J, thus implying a 

relatively low viscosity mantle at that point. If these bodies occur at those 

depths at all, they cannot be expected to remain there for long. Shallower 

mascons (<50 km) should be essentially static, due to the low temperature 

expected at that depth. 
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TABLE 1 
Typical characteristics of mascons. 

Length 
(km) 

Width 
(km) 

Height 
(km) 

Depth 
(km) 

Density 
difference 
(gm/cm^) 

Differential 
stress 
(bars) 

(a) 235 206 3 31 2.3 110 
(b) 198 147 4 50 2.9 184 
(c) 172 130 4 112 4.3 273 
(d) 165 137 50 105 0.3 238 

From Phillips et al.. (1972). 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

9 Fi^. 1: Palenselenotherms for 0.3 to 3.25*10 y b.p. DepLh range Tor 

mascons a through d shown from Table 1. Figure adapted from Hanks 

and Anderson (1972), Fig. 7. 

Fig. 2: Calculated pyraxenite equivalent viscosity vs, temperature. Based 

on Raleigh et_ aU (1971), Ross and Nielses (1975), Griggs, 1939. 

Fig. 3: Calculated equivalent viscosity vs. depth based on Figs. 1 and 2. 

Fig. 4: Mascon settling velocities vs. temperature. 
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Heard, MASCON AGES & SINKING RATES - Fig. 1 



Pyroxenite flow behavior based on: 
e = 9.104 exp(-65-103/RT) c 3 

T (icr >o 

Heard, KASCOX ACES & SINKING RATES - Fi K. 2 
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Heard, MASCON AGES & SINKING RATES - Fig. 3 



Heard, MASCON AGES 4 SINKING RATES - Fig. 4 


